How To Use Parts Of A Broken Cell Phone As Survival Tools

Categories : Urban Survival, Wilderness Survival
USEFUL PARTS
- SPEAKER
- LCD COVER
- METAL
- CAB
- CIRCUIT BOARD
- BATTERY

SURVIVAL TOOLS

1. FIRST STEPS
- STEP FROM PHONE
- STEP FROM ENVIRONMENT

2. CUTTING TOOLS
- STEP FROM PHONE
- STEP FROM ENVIRONMENT

3. SIGNAL SLED
- STEP FROM PHONE
- STEP FROM ENVIRONMENT

4. compass
- STEP FROM PHONE
- STEP FROM ENVIRONMENT

5. CATCHING FOOD
- STEP FROM PHONE
- STEP FROM ENVIRONMENT
I have seen both Bear Grylls and Mykel Hawke use broken cellphones for survival purposes on their TV shows.

This infographic details some of the ways a broken cellphone can be taken apart and utilized in a survival situation.
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